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Currency-hedged exchange-traded funds (ETFs) have been THE story in ETFs over the last three years as one of the
leading categories for ETF flows. This has caused some critics to say the movement into currency-hedged ETFs is
overdone. First and foremost, we think this assessment underestimates the investment thesis for strategic currencyhedged allocations. More on that below. Second, even based purely on flows, these would-be contrarians are missing the
bigger picture. The flows toward currency-hedged ETFs have occurred in two of the smaller pieces of the asset allocation
pie—Europe and Japan. When we look at Morningstar categorization for non-U.S. equities, Europe had approximately $88
billion in assets under management (AUM) as of November 2015, Japan had approximately $48 billion of AUM and the
foreign large-cap category was approximately $1.3 trillion.1 While we think Europe and Japan can become bigger categories
over time as investors view them more favorably, broad international allocations are more common. In the dedicated
European and Japanese category of investments, the adoption of currency hedging has been staggering. Currency-hedged
ETFs, which were nonexistent six years ago, now represent as much as one-third of total European-focused AUM in the
U.S. and 40% of total Japanese AUM—when including both mutual funds and ETFs.2 Yet in the broad international category,
the trend toward hedging, in our view, hasn’t even started, with only 2% to 3% of the total $1.3 trillion in the category being
strategically hedged. WisdomTree believes currency offers uncompensated risk and that most of the $1.3 trillion in assets
is taking on more risk than necessary to deliver the returns of international equities. Myths about Hedging Many active
managers propagate a generalization and myth that it is expensive to hedge currencies. We see interest rate differentials as
the most important cost to hedge. For certain markets, such as Brazil, it could be expensive to hedge because short-term
interest rates in Brazil are approximately 14%3, and this creates a high hurdle for how much currency has to decline to
break even from the hedge. Being Paid More to Hedge But in general, over the last 30 years, an investor was paid on
average about 40 basis points (bps) per year to hedge developed world currency exposures4. In Japan over the last 30
years, an investor was paid on average almost 2.5% per year to hedge currency exposures simply from the interest rate
differentials in the forward contracts.5 With the U.S. Federal Reserve now raising itsFederal Funds Rate, and other central
banks continuing to pursue stimulative policy, an investor is now being paid more to hedge foreign currencies in the short
run, making hedging even more attractive from an interest rate perspective in 2016 and 2017 than it was in 2015, 2014 or
2013, when currency hedging first took off. This is a reason hedging is becoming more attractive. Is It Too Late to Hedge
the Euro and Yen? We argue that currency hedging should serve as the baseline and that investors should add currency
risk whenever they view it as less attractive to hedge (or more desirable to have the currency exposure). Investors can
switch from hedged to unhedged exposures or blend such strategies together—but now there is a new solution through our
dynamically hedged family. This index family solves the challenge of trying to time when currency hedging should be in
place. WisdomTree Investments partnered with Record Currency Management to build an index family that incorporates
Record’s hedging signals into a dynamically hedged index.6 Record has been evaluating currency risk and return trade-offs
for more than 30 years, and research showed the most important hedging signals for developed world currencies are
threefold: • The Interest Rate: If the implied interest rate in the United States is higher than that in the targeted currency, it
is more attractive to hedge. This signal helps manage the cost to hedge when it is more expensive to do so (like in Australia
today). • Momentum: Simply put, a downward trend in the targeted currency would signal to put on the hedge, whereas an
upward or appreciating trend would signal to take it off. • Value: When the targeted currency is overvalued compared to
“fair value,” as determined by purchasing power parity (PPP), it is attractive to hedge, and when deeply undervalued, it is
less attractive to hedge. Importantly, this is a long-run signal, and a wide band is used in applying this signal. Monitoring
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For definitions of terms in the
chart, visit our glossary. The currency-hedge signals are determined on an individual currency basis, but in aggregate, for
the developed world currency exposures in the WisdomTree Dynamic Currency Hedged International Equity Index, the
models suggest hedging 71.05%, and for the WisdomTree Dynamic Currency Hedged International SmallCap Equity Index
,
they suggest hedging 64.57%. These models are by nature dynamic, and when it is more/less favorable to hedge, some of
these hedge ratios will come up/down. While many investors think they missed the opportunity to switch to currency-hedged
strategies, we reiterate that we believe the most important drivers of long-term currency movements suggest hedging a
1Source: Morningstar Direct. Europe refers to the universe of U.S.- listed
majority of your currency exposures today.
mutual funds and ETFs within the Europe Stock peer group. Japan refers to the universe of U.S.- listed mutual funds and
ETFs within the Japan Stock peer group. Broad international refers to the universe of U.S.- listed mutual funds and ETFs
within the Foreign Large Value, Foreign Large Blend and Foreign Large Growth peer groups. Data is as of 11/30/2015.
2Source: Morningstar Direct. Same universes and as of date as the prior footnote.3Source: Bloomberg, with data as of
12/31/15. 4Developed world currency exposures refer to those defined by the MSCI EAFE Index universe from 12/31/1988 to
9/30/2015. 5Source for paragraph: Record Currency Management, with data from 12/31/1988 to 9/30/2015.6No
WisdomTree Fund is sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Record Currency Management (“Record”). Record has
licensed certain rights to WisdomTree Investments, Inc., as the index provider to the applicable WisdomTree Funds, and
Record is providing no investment advice to any WisdomTree Fund or its advisors. Record makes no representation or
warranty, expressed or implied, to the owners of any WisdomTree Fund regarding any associated risks or the advisability of
investing in any WisdomTree Fund.
Important Risks Related to this Article

Hedging can help returns when a foreign currency depreciates against the U.S. dollar, but it can hurt when the foreign
currency appreciates against the U.S. dollar.
Investments focused in Japan or Europe increase the impact of events and developments associated with the regions,
which can adversely affect performance.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
Currency hedging : Strategies designed to mitigate the impact of currency performance on investment returns.
Contrarian : Practice of seeing what the majority of market participants are focused on and attempting to look in the
complete opposite direction.
Risk : Also standard deviation, which measures the spread of actual returns around an average return during a speciﬁc
period. Higher risk indicates greater potential for returns to be farther away from this average.
Active manager : Portfolio managers who run funds that attempt to outperform the market by selecting those securities
they believe to be the best.
Interest Rate Differentials : The Difference between the 2 Year interest rate swaps of the United Kingdom vs. the
United States.
Short-term rates : the rate of interest on a debt instrument maturing in two years or less.
Basis point : 1/100th of 1 percent.
Federal Funds Rate : The rate that banks that are members of the Federal Reserve system charge on overnight loans to
one another. The Federal Open Market Committee sets this rate. Also referred to as the “policy rate” of the U.S. Federal
Reserve.
Unhedged : Strategy that includes the performance of both the underlying asset as well as the currency in which it is
denominated. The performance of the currency can either help or hurt the total return experienced.
Dynamic Hedge : Strategy in which a currency hedge can be varied (as opposed to targeting a constant level) and
change over the course of time.
Implied interest rate : The annualized interest rate implied by forward currency contracts relative to spot rates.
Purchasing power parity : Academic concept stating that exchange rates should adjust so that equivalent goods and
services cost the same across countries, after accounting for exchange-rate differences.
MSCI EAFE Index : is a market cap-weighted index composed of companies representative of the developed market
structure of developed countries in Europe, Australasia and Japan.
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